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(Banjo). Play 20 of John Denver's best with this collection of easy banjo solos, including: Annie's

Song * Leaving on a Jet Plane * Rocky Mountain High * Sunshine on My Shoulders * Take Me

Home, Country Roads * Thank God I'm a Country Boy * and more.
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I am a beginner and this book has been fun for me. The melody is there in the rolls but you have to

have some experience to accent the melody notes. The difficulty for a beginner is not that hard. For

an intermediate or professional, I would skip this and look for better tab. There is no instruction for

an absolute beginner, just the tab for the songs.

I bought this book as a beginner to the banjo. I play a number of other instruments though. It is a

good book for beginners. The arrangements are not in the original keys though. I know how to

transpose to other keys, so it's no problem for me. being in a different key mayu put it out of your

singing range. If that is a big deal to you, then you might not want to get this book. The songs

originally did not have banjo in them anyway. This is a good book for a newbie banjo player that

likes John Denver and doesn't mind playing the arrangements that are not in the original keys. I rate

it high because I can live with those stipulations and I can transpose to the keys that fit my vocal

range.



I've only been taking banjo for about 6 months so I was pleased to find a book that I could use right

away. I'm not sure why one of the other posters indicated that there were not any melodies (just

harmonies) because I can hear them. This is a great book and I like to use it as a distraction when I

feel bogged down from what I should be practicing.

not what I expected, thought I would get more of the older songs, not a bad group of songs, but for

the banjo, not so good, hard to find the melody in most of them. Really have to look for it, .and most

of the time do it your self. Annie's song. very disappoiting

Great book. There are a few of the very popular songs that aren't included that I would have liked to

learn to play. Hopefully they will come out with a second one where they are included.

Could have contained a few more of John Denvers best songs but pleased with the contents,

tablature more for the intermeadiate player.(Just My Personal Opinion) still a worthy addition to your

collection of songs . Thanks to  again for the their excellent processing / postage!

It is neat to have a reference to these songs for banjo. Some of them are not that easy, but certainly

a place to work up your own style. Recommended for all you John Denver fans, which I am.

If you like John Denver and want a song book for banjoes this is the book you want to own!
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